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DISNEY JUNIOR MICKEY MOUSE FUNHOUSE WACKY WHEELER DUMP TRUCK  
Pick up a heavy load of fun with the Mickey Mouse Funhouse Wacky Wheeler Dump Truck! This 
motorized dump truck features Mickey Mouse in the driver’s seat (nonremovable) and an 
oversized dump bed and wheels. Kids will love watching Mickey Mouse show off his awesome 
stunts! Press the buttons on the top of the truck and watch Mickey Mouse move forward, 
backwards, spin, and do wheelies! When the bumper on the dump truck crashes into something, 
expect an extra wacky reaction! Kids can fill the dump bed with the bricks and empty the load 
before their next wacky haul. They can even create a construction site or build their own obstacle 
course with the safety cones. Built for action, this lights and sounds dump truck can handle the 
biggest of jobs a little one can imagine! When playtime is over, kids can store the bricks and safety 
cones inside the dump bed until Mickey Mouse’s next job! The Mickey Mouse Funhouse Wacky 
Wheeler Dump Truck includes one dump truck, three safety cones, and six bricks. Ages 3+, SRP 
$49.99. Available fall 2021 at Walmart, Amazon and Target. 
 
 
DISNEY JUNIOR MICKEY MOUSE FUNHOUSE STRETCH BREAK MICKEY MOUSE PLUSH  
Kids will love showing off their super stretchy dance moves with the Stretch Break Mickey Mouse from the 
Disney Junior series Mickey Mouse Funhouse! Standing 16-inches tall, this interactive Mickey Mouse 
plush comes dressed in a red, blue, and yellow Funhouse themed outfit featuring a cool light up sweatshirt. 
Featuring two modes of play, Mickey Mouse sings and dances to the “Stretch Break” song and can teach 
kids the steps to his favorite dance moves! Disney Junior fans will love getting their little bodies moving 
and singing along with Mickey Mouse! Ages 3+, SRP $39.99; Available fall 2021 at Walmart, Amazon and 
Target. 
 
 
DISNEY JUNIOR MICKEY MOUSE FUNNY THE FUNHOUSE PLAYSET 
Kids can create their own exciting adventures with the Funny the Funhouse Playset from the 
Disney Junior series Mickey Mouse Funhouse! This lights and sounds playset has everything 
little fans need to recreate imaginative adventures and includes Mickey Mouse and Donald 
Duck figures! Kids will love placing their favorite best friend duo in their coaster pods and 
taking them for a thrilling ride on the Floaty Coaster. Slide Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck 
into their next adventure! Press the yellow window button to activate lights, sounds, and fun 
Mickey Mouse phrases. Kids can even spin the wheel to hear Funny the Funhouse talk! This 
talking playset opens for more imaginative fun and features a picture changing Funny Board, 
mystery reveal door, and a sofa that really spins! Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck can end 
their fun day hotdog style and cook on the grill that opens and closes!  The Mickey Mouse 
Funny the Funhouse Playset includes the Funny the Funhouse Playset, 3” Mickey Mouse 
figure and his Floaty Coaster pod, 3” Donald Duck figure and his Floaty Coaster pod, a 
spinning sofa, a grill, and Teddy the Dog House. Ages 3+, SRP $49.99; Available fall 2021 at 
Walmart, Amazon and Target. 
 
 
BLUE’S CLUES & YOU! CHECK-UP TIME BLUE  
Blue will be kids’ best patient with the Blue’s Clues & You! Check-Up Time Blue. This plush Blue is 
ready for a check-up and comes dressed in an adorable patient gown. Standing 13 inches tall and 
made with soft fabrics, this interactive plush encourages kids to care for others and features both 
directed and imaginative play patterns. Press Blue’s paw to start her doctor’s visit! Josh’s voice gives 
prompts to help kids give Blue a thorough check-up, and Blue even features lights in her chest, cheeks, 
and mouth to guide little doctors through the examination! Kids will love using the play otoscope to 
check Blue’s ears and play thermometer to check her temperature. Give Blue some pretend medicine 
in the spoon to help her feel better. Kids can even use the play stethoscope to listen to Blue’s heart 
that makes real beating sounds! Blue comes with a removable face mask and a stretchy bandage that 
fits around her ears, legs, or arms. She also barks and features fun phrases from Josh! This check-up 
set includes a Blue plush, stethoscope, thermometer, play spoonful of medicine, otoscope, removable 
bandage, and removable mask. Bring home the Blue’s Clues & You! Check-Up Time Blue and the rest 
of the Blue’s Clues & You! toys to help your little clue-finder use their mind, take a step at a time, and 
do anything that they want to do. Ages 3+, SRP $34.99. Available fall 2021 at Walmart, Amazon and Target. 
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BLUE’S CLUES & YOU! COOK-ALONG KITCHEN SET  
Order up - for you and Blue!  The Blue’s Clues & You! Cook-Along Kitchen has everything kids 
need to serve up some fun and inspires hours of interactive play featuring a Handy Dandy 
Recipe Notebook that gives clues to help little chefs cook different recipes! The first step for any 
great chef is clean hands. Kids can use the play Slippery Soap dispenser and pretend to wash 
their hands in the sink! Now, this kitchen is ready to heat up! Little chefs will love using the play 
stove to cook up a delicious meal for their friends and family. Place the pan on the burner and 
use the spatula and spoon to prepare the food. The play stove even features realistic sizzling 
sounds and Blue’s Clues & You! phrases! Add a dash of Blue’s Clues & You! fun to the meal with 
the Mr. Salt and Mrs. Pepper shakers. If kids are still craving more cooking fun, they can pop 
open the oven and bake a pizza! When the food is ready, little cooks can count on Tickety Tock 
to let them know!  Press Tickety to hear more fun phrases from Josh.  Kids can use the play 
oven and refrigerator to store all 19 play accessories! This kitchen set for kids includes a play 
kitchen, Handy Dandy Recipe Notebook, pan, spatula and spoon, Mr. Salt and Mrs. Pepper 
shakers, Tickety Tock, plate, cup, pizza tray, and 12 play food accessories. Bring home the 
Blue’s Clues & You! Cook-Along Kitchen and the rest of the Blue’s Clues & You! toys to help 
your little clue-finder use their mind, take a step at a time, and do anything that they want to do. 
Adult assembly required. Ages 3+, SRP $59.97; Available fall 2021 at Walmart 
 
DISNEY JUNIOR MINNIE MOUSE ROLLER-SKATING PARTY MINNIE MOUSE 
Kids can roll into a fun playdate with the Disney Junior Roller-Skating Party Minnie Mouse! These Minnie 
Mouse friends make a bow-tastic skating team! Featuring matching glittery helmets, this adorable duo can 
skate side-by-side, spin together, or skate in a conga line! Press the button on Minnie Mouse’s left foot to start 
her skating party! Kids will love watching Minnie Mouse and Panda hold hands and skate to the upbeat song 
“Minnie’s Roller-Skating Dreams”. They can even spice up their routine with 360 turns! Kids can place the 
skating duo in front or behind each other and skate in a conga formation! Lights and sounds Roller-Skating 
Party Minnie Mouse plush comes dressed in a colorful rainbow outfit and features a twinkling bow helmet. 
Ages 3+, SRP $39.99. Available fall 2021 at Walmart, Amazon and Target. 
 
DISNEY JUNIOR MINNIE MOUSE MARVELOUS MARKET 
Minnie Mouse fans will have a bow-tastic shopping experience with the Disney Junior Minnie 
Mouse Marvelous Market.  This play market has everything little ones need to open their own 
shop, Minnie Mouse-style! Kids will love shopping around the market and using the basket to store 
all their groceries. Little shoppers can visit the play refrigerator and cross milk and juice off the 
grocery list or pick-up a healthy snack of fruits and vegetables. When the shopping adventure is 
complete, kids can load the items on the working conveyer belt and ring up some fun with the cash 
register that makes real cash register sounds! Then, they can even swipe their pretend Minnie 
Mouse credit card to complete their transaction! Kids can use the reusable grocery tote to store 
over 30 pretend groceries. This adorable playset inspires hours of both customer and cashier play! 
The Minnie Mouse Marvelous Market includes an electronic cash register and scanner, cash 
drawer with play money and credit card, working conveyer belt, shopping basket, reusable grocery 
tote, and over 30 pretend play groceries. Ages 3+, SRP $79.99; Available fall 2021 at Walmart, 
Amazon and Target. 
 
RYAN’S WORLD CHEF RYAN’S FRIDGE SURPRISE  
The Ryan’s World Fridge Surprise is full of over 15 awesome toys inspired by some of Ryan’s 
favorite treats! Find all 15 surprises including mini figs, oozes and compounds, a build-it Ryan fig, 
and so much more! Standing 16 inches tall, this giant fridge is filled with hidden surprises, and 
even has lights, sounds, a working ice cube dispenser, and a working dry-erase board! Press the 
button on the front of the fridge to play sounds and dispense ice cubes. Each ice cube includes an 
exclusive mini fig of Combo Panda, Gus, or Alpha Lexa! There is even a hidden translucent Peck 
fig hidden in the freezer. Refill the ice dispenser for endless fun. The lights turn on and off as the 
door is opened and closed, just like a real fridge! Find the cloud sand modeling compound and 
mold it into fun shapes, then use the play knife to cut it into pieces. It cuts like butter! Open the 
yogurt to find ooey, gooey DYI crunchy ooze. What’s hidden inside the pickle jar? Open the top 
and a Ryan fig pops out! Kids can crack open some more fun when they pretend to cook a meal 
with the eggs, find all the hidden play accessories! They can even open the mystery snack boxes 
and build their very own Chef Ryan fig! Use the dry erase marker to create fun messages or 
pretend to meal plan by writing on the dry erase board. Kids will even enjoy decorating their fridge 
with the included stickers. The fun and creativity never-ends with the surprising and exciting toys from Ryan’s World. Bring home the 
Ryan’s World Chef Ryan’s Fridge Surprise and the rest of the Ryan’s World inspired toys, and let your little fan bring their own 
imagination to life! Ages 3+, SRP $49.99. Available fall 2021 at Walmart, Amazon and Target. 
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RYAN’S WORLD GALAXY EXPLORER MEGA MYSTERY ROCKETSHIP 
3…2…1...blast off!  Enter a universe of fun with the Ryan’s World Galaxy Explorer Mega 
Mystery Rocketship.  Press the button to activate the countdown, lights, and realistic Rocketship 
sounds.  This 22-inch tall playset unfolds to reveal four levels of hidden surprise-filled 
compartments that reveal a space blaster with lights and sounds, buildable rover, hammer, 
moon dig, five figures and accessories, glow in the dark stars, and a Ryan astronaut 
badge!  Open the door to reveal the Ryan Astronaut figure and hammer.  Then turn the 
spacewalk lever to reveal a control room, and discover the hidden surprises including Gus and 
Alpha Lexa figures and accessories.  Press the hatch buttons to release the escape pods and 
discover more surprises!  Use the hammer to smash open each of the pods to find each piece of 
the buildable rover.  Press the button at the base of the Rocketship to find the special astronaut 
badge and insert the badge at the top of the Rocketship to unlock the ultra-secret compartment 
which reveals a lights and sounds ultimate space blaster!  Surprises even include a moon dig 
with space sand.  Find the three glow in the dark moon rocks in the sand and use them to stamp 
designs in the compound.  Little astronauts can even decorate their rooms with the glow in the 
dark stars!  The fun and creativity never-ends with the surprising and exciting Galaxy Explorer 
toys from Ryan’s World. Bring home the Ryan’s World Galaxy Explorer Mega Mystery Rocketship and the rest of the Ryan’s World 
inspired toys, and let your little fan bring their own imagination to life!  Ages 3+, $79.97, Available fall 2021 at Walmart 
 
RYAN’S WORLD AWESOME COOLER SURPRISE 
The Ryan’s World Awesome Cooler Surprise is packed with fun camping themed toys. Lift the 
latches to open the lid to reveal surprises and a complete campground playset. Use the compass 
to unlock a hidden compartment! Kids will love to smash through the ice cubes and find vehicle 
pieces to build their own off-roading vehicle!  Find all the hidden surprises in each accessory 
including three mini figs and accessories, slime for the river, and a raft.  There are even fun 
accessories for kids, including a lantern, and compass!  The fun and creativity never-ends with 
the surprising and exciting Ryan’s World toys. Bring home the Ryan’s World Awesome Cooler 
Surprise and the rest of the Ryan’s World inspired toys, and let your little fan bring their own 
imagination to life!  Ages 3+, SRP: $79.99; Available fall 2021 at Target 
 
 
DISNEY DOORABLES MULTI PEEK SERIES 6  
Behind every door a surprise is in store with the Disney Doorables Multi Peek Series 6 collectible 
figures, featuring Special Edition Jeweled Disney Princess characters and introducing the Discover 
Magic Key. Discover the Magic Key to reveal a secret image behind the door. Use the key to search 
and find how many Hidden Mickeys are in the image! The number of Hidden Mickeys will reveal how 
many figures are inside. There are 45 figures to collect across Series 6 including five Disney 
Princess characters dressed in beautiful faceted jeweled dresses, five pearlized Disney The Little 
Mermaid figures, and six flocked Winnie the Pooh figures! Discover the ultimate unboxing 
experience with a fresh packaging design featuring multiple layers of peel and reveal secrets. 
Including five, six, or seven mini-Disney Doorables collectible figures, each character stands 
approximately 1.5 inches tall and features stylized detailing with sparkly glitter eyes! Series 6 
features characters from the stories of Disney’s Raya and the Last Dragon, The Little Mermaid, Alice 
in Wonderland, Peter Pan, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, Pinocchio, Dumbo, Winnie the Pooh, 
and Mickey Mouse and Minnie Mouse. Ideal for collecting and trading. Recreate the world of Disney 
with all the Disney Doorables collectible figures and playsets. Ages 5+, SRP $10.99. Available fall 
2021 at Walmart, Amazon and Target. 
 
SHIMMERCORNS SPARKLE MAKEOVER  
Add a shimmerific touch to playtime with the Sparkle Makeover Shimmercorns. These 
do-it-yourself unicorns offer a unique way of play and allows children to express their 
creative side by personalizing their Shimmercorn! Each unicorn comes with wings, 
stencils, markers, and a brush. Children will love using the stencils and markers to 
decorate the wings and allowing their imagination to shine though by uniquely changing 
their Shimmercorn’s look! Complete the ultimate Shimmercorn makeover by using the 
star brush to comb and style the unicorn’s flowing hair.  Each Sparkle Makeover 
Shimmercorn stands between 7.5 to 8.5 inches tall and feature long vibrantly colored 
manes and tails with beautiful glittering accents.  Bring a bit of shimmer home and 
collect both Sparkle Makeover Shimmercorns including Fern and Galaxie (each sold 
separately). Set includes: one Shimmercorn, one wing stencil, two pairs of wings to 
decorate, three markers, and one brush. Ages 3+, SRP $12.99; Available fall 2021 at Walmart and Amazon 
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HAIRDORABLES COLOR MAGIC BLOW DRY BESTIES SERIES 6 
Noah and the Hairdorables are back for Series 6 and revealing colorful shades of “Big Hair, Don’t Care” 
attitude! The Hairdorables Color Magic Blow Dry Besties are ready to blow everyone away and #SLAY 
for days.  These surprise dolls even come with nine styling accessories to create so many fun hairstyles! 
Reveal your Hairdorable colorful hair streak using the mini hairdryer. Dip the hairdryer in icy cold water 
and apply it to their cheek or hair streak to activate a #MINDBLOWING color transition! Return your 
Hairdorable to their original color by dipping the hairdryer in warm water and repeat the color change 
process again and again! Collect all 15 NEW Hairdorables dolls, including the ULTRA-rare, Shimmering 
Sallee! Each doll comes in a reusable plastic carrying case and features a fashion forward look with 
unique accessories from the Color Magic theme. Each doll lives up to the "Hairdorables" name with a 
variety of unique luxe hairstyles in vibrant colors! Your Hairdorables collection is ready for a makeover - 
collect all the Hairdorables Blow Dry Besties Dolls! Ages 3+, SRP $12.99, Available fall 2021 at Walmart, 
Amazon and Target. 
 
 
EARLY LEARNING CENTRE ALPHABET TEACHING FRAME 
Perfect for kinetic and tactile learners, the Alphabet Teaching Frame is a fun and easy way of learning the 
letters of the alphabet and counting. It's also great for learning new words with pictures. Your little ones will 
love flipping the colorful blocks over to see the image on the other side. They can discover numbers from one 
to ten at the end of the frame, written in both numerical and word form. Based in the U.K., Early Learning 
Centre is a leading specialist of children’s development and has been designing and developing high quality, 
innovative toys since 1974. Ages 2+, SRP $15.99, Available on Amazon 
 
 
EARLY LEARNING CENTRE LITTLE SENSES STACKING RINGS 
Enjoy hours of stacking fun with the Little Senses Stacking Rings. These brightly colored rings are bursting 
with engaging textures and tactile finishes. Place the character on top of the stack of rings and watch as his 
face lights up. Enjoy the color-changing lights as they glow gently from the base. Learning and honing those 
problem-solving skills has never been so fun! Your child will love discovering each of the two ways to play. 
As stacking rings, they can stack the textured rings and see their soft, color-changing light. At nighttime, the 
rings double as a nightlight, providing 10 minutes of soft, color-changing light to sooth and calm. Requires 3 x 
AAA batteries (included). Based in the U.K., Early Learning Centre is a leading specialist of children’s 
development and has been designing and developing high quality, innovative toys since 1974. Ages 6 
months+, SRP $19.99, Available on Amazon 
 
 
BARBIE TIE-DYE DELUXE STYLING HEAD 
Barbie has added tie-dyed style to her iconic look! Her thick, flowing dark black and brown hair with 
purple streaks is ideal for brushing and braiding into trendy and creative designs. Little stylists can take 
the included scrunchies and ribbon to the next level by using the spinner to create custom tie-dye styles! 
Place the scrunchie or ribbon along with the dye colors into the spinner and spin; the sphere rotates on 
the base helping to disperse the dye on the pieces! Have fun decorating the customizable barrettes with 
plug-in gems, and Barbie’s nails with the tie-dye nail stickers. Kids will even have fun showing off their 
cool style to their friends by wearing the scrunchie and ribbons in their own hair. Barbie will be the 
trendiest girl around! Full set includes one Barbie Deluxe Tie-Dye Styling Head, one manual tie-dye 
spinner, one pink dye, one blue dye, two scrunchies, one ribbon, one multicolor brush, two customizable 
barrettes, eight plug-in gems, one nail wheel, and nail stickers. Ages 3+, SRP $29.99; Available fall 2021 
at Walmart, Amazon and Target. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Just Play, LLC  
Just Play is a passionate toy company and global leader across a broad range of children's consumer goods including figures, playsets, dolls, plush, role-play and dress-
up.  They create unique and innovative proprietary lines, as well as award-winning products based on popular children’s entertainment brands with best-in-class licensing 
partners. Just Play was founded by two toy industry veterans in 2010 and since then has become the #6 toy company in North America, according to NPD.  To learn more about 
Just Play's products, please visit www.justplayproducts.com or follow the company on Twitter (@JustPlayToys) or on Facebook (www.facebook.com/JustPlay). 
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